Splice-junction sequence signals are strongly conserved structural components of eukaryotic genes. These sequences border exon/intron junctions and aid in the process of removing introns by the RNA splicing machinery. Although substantial research has been undertaken to understand the mechanism of splicing, little is known about the origin and evolution of these splice signal sequences. Based on the previously published theory that the primitive genes evolved in pieces from primordial genetic sequences to avoid the interfering stop codons, a "stop-codon walk" mechanism is proposed in this paper to have assisted in the evolution of coding genes. This mechanism predicts the presence of stop codons in splice-junction signals inside the introns. Evidence of the consistent presence of stop codons in the splice-junction signals, in a position where they are expected, is shown by the analysis of codon statistics in these signal sequences in the GenBank databank. The results suggest that the splicejunction signals may have evolved from stop codons as a consequence of a selective pressure to avoid stop codons during the original evolution of coding genes. They also suggest that other splice signals within the introns, such as the branchpoint sequence, may have evolved from stop codons for similar reasons.
analysis of codon statistics in these signal sequences in the GenBank databank. The results suggest that the splicejunction signals may have evolved from stop codons as a consequence of a selective pressure to avoid stop codons during the original evolution of coding genes. They also suggest that other splice signals within the introns, such as the branchpoint sequence, may have evolved from stop codons for similar reasons.
The architectural details of a typical eukaryotic gene with its separation into coding sequences (exons) and intervening sequences (introns) remains a matter of intense investigation a decade after its discovery. The mechanism of splicing, by which introns are eliminated and exons are connected up, is becoming understood in increasing detail (for a review, see refs. 1 and 2). It has been found that sequences immediately bordering splice junctions are strongly conserved in genes of a wide variety of eukaryotic organisms, ranging from yeast to humans (3) . A sequence of 9 nucleotides is highly conserved at the boundary between an exon and an intron, the donor site. The boundary between an intron and an exon, the acceptor site, also exhibits a highly conserved sequence of 4 nucleotides, preceded by a pyrimidine-rich region. These short conserved sequences are an essential part of the process of exon splicing and provide a specific molecular signal by which the RNA splicing machinery can identify the precise splice points. Although substantial research has been undertaken on the role of splice signals in the RNA splicing process, little is known about the biological meaning of these signals and the mechanism by which they originated. The evolutionary history of these signals could unravel important details about their present-day functions in RNA splicing.
In this paper, I will examine the splice-junction signals for codon statistics and show that they contain a memory of their origin and development that agrees with the following theory of intron evolution that I have presented in detail elsewhere (2) . The key finding was that a random sequence of >200 contiguous codons without a stop codon was highly improbable. This same length of 200 codons was also the approximate upper limit of observed exon length; indeed, the theoretical probability distribution for shorter coding sequences also agreed remarkably with the distribution found in actual eukaryotic DNA sequences. The readingframe lengths were distributed in a negative exponential manner in eukaryotic DNA sequences and computergenerated random DNA sequences. The shortest readingframe length (zero) was the most frequent. At increasing lengths, the frequency of reading frames decreased negative exponentially, reaching zero at lengths of >600 nucleotides. Thus, it can be supposed that the coding-sequence pieces in primordial DNA or RNA were not longer than modem exons. However, in the first primitive cells, the main selective pressure in evolving a coding gene must have been to generate long coding sequences from the short coding sequences (which existed with an upper limit of 600 nucleotides in the primordial sequences). The long genes of primitive unicellular eukaryotes must have arisen when a mechanism to connect some of the larger primitive coding pieces developed. This would work by splicing out intervening sequences that contained not only the limiting stop codon but also stop codons so closely clustered as to leave only small and inconsequential coding regions.
If the splicing mechanism is an adaptation for eliminating stop codons, it would seem that the splice-junction signals must have evolved in close association with them. The purpose of this paper is to show that this is indeed true and that fossilized stop codons and parts of stop codons are still imbedded in splice-junction signals of present-day eukaryotic genes. The analyses also indicate that the intron elimination by the RNA processing machinery seems to have been mainly geared toward the elimination of stop codons from the primary RNA and that the other splicing signals and possibly components of the splicing machinery may have evolved for this purpose.
RATIONALE
There probably existed strong constraints in the length of coding pieces in primordial genetic sequences due to randomness of nucleotide distribution (2) . To avoid the problem of stop-codon interference, the very first coding genes must have evolved with pieces of coding sequences (exons) interrupted by noncoding (intron) sequences. Thus, introns evolved primarily as a means of avoiding the interfering stop codons and increasing the length of the reading frames, resulting in longer polypeptides.
The primary idea here is that a mechanism must have searched for stop codons to define the coding and the noncoding sequences. This "stop-codon walk" mechanism nucleotides. Therefore, it was suggested that the only way a coding sequence of >600 nucleotides could have arisen was through a mechanism capable of choosing pieces of coding sequences from within the short reading frames and skipping fairly long sequence stretches to avoid the interfering stop codons (see Fig. 1A ). This theory predicts that there must have existed some mechanism to scan a sequence (starting from the initiator codon) to identify a region with interfering stop codons and mark it as an intron. In other words, a stop-codon walk scanning mechanism (somewhat analogous to the reading of mRNA by ribosomes) could have operated in the evolution of protein-coding genes (see Fig. 1B ). This mechanism, reading downstream from the initiator codon, must have looked for and eliminated the first occurring stop codon by marking that stop codon as the beginning of an intron. After skipping that intron stretch, which usually contains a cluster of stop codons, and then finding a fairly large piece of coding sequence, the machinery must have again looked for the first interfering stop codon and marked it as the beginning of the next intron. This search mechanism for stop codons, which was subject to natural selection over a long period of time, must have evolved the junction signals for splicing. The stop codons would thus have become a part of the splice-junction signals and in such a position as to be eliminated during splicing along with the introns (see Fig. 1B ).
The Consistent Presence of a Stop Codon in the SpliceJunction Signal Inside the Intron. Breathnach et al. (3) first recognized that sequences immediately surrounding the splice points are highly conserved, and that a "consensus" sequence could be arrived at by tabulating the nucleotide frequencies in these regions around a large number of splice points (3, 4) . Recently, consensus sequences have been built from larger sequence data (5) . For the exon/intron (donor) C A junction, the consensus sequence is AAG:GTGAGT; for the intron/exon (acceptor) junction, it is TAG:G (Fig. 2) . These splice junction sequences seem to serve as guides for the "spliceosome" machinery to identify the precise splice points (1) . The codon statistics in splice-junction sequences of today's eukaryotic genes could reveal whether a stop-codon walk mechanism did in fact play a role in the evolution of coding genes. Examination of the codon frequencies at the seven possible nucleotide positions around the donor junction shows that all three stop codons occur with very high frequency on the intron side, at the fifth nucleotide position, 1 nucleotide immediately downstream of the splice point. (See Table 1 ; out of a total of 1030 donor sites in the GenBank databank,t the stop codons occur in 726 at the fifth nucleotide position.) The expected mean frequency of stop codons at any nucleotide position is 3/64, which is 55 out of 1030 sites. The donor consensus sequence CAG:GTGAGT has all its nucleotide positions invariant downstream of the splice point, except the adenine or guanine variance at the sixth nucleotide position, leading precisely to the TAA, TGA, or TAG codon. Thus, starting at the fifth position, there is a very high frequency of stop codons. My theory of the stop-codon walk scanning mechanism would predict a stop codon immediately after the donor splice point, and, in fact, it starts 1 nucleotide further downstream. These facts support my view that the splice-junction signals evolved from stop codons. This possibility is further strengthened by the fact that most of the other codons beginning at the fifth nucleotide position (see Table 1 ) start with TA or T-G, the first 2 nucleotides of the three stop codons.
Strong Donor, Weak Acceptor Stop-Codon Pattern. Thus, this theory predicts the presence of stop codons in the donor splice-junction signal and explains the meaning of this signal sequence in a consistent manner. It also suggests that the frequency of stop codons at the acceptor signal must be low, because the pressure to eliminate stop codons at the start of Other Remnants of the Stop-Codon Walk Machinery. A short stretch of conserved nucleotides present in introns 20-50 nucleotides upstream of the acceptor splice junction has been shown to aid the splicing process by first creating a "lariat" structure with the preceding donor site (6, 7) . The consensus sequence at the lariat site for yeast is TACTAAC (8, 9) . Genes of higher eukaryotes also contain a potential lariat consensus sequence, CTATC (Fig. 2) (10, 11) . In both, the presence of the stop codons is clearly evident, TGA or TAA being consistently found within a short sequence of 5 nucleotides (Fig. 1C) . The (1988) occurs at the last adenine of the stop codon. This leads to the possibility that the machinery for the elimination of stop codons originally created an auxiliary stop-codon sequence signal (the lariat sequence) to aid its splicing function.
The small nuclear U2 RNA found in splicing complexes is thought to aid splicing by interacting with the lariat sequence (11) . Complementary sequences for both the lariat sequence and the acceptor signal are present in a segment of only 15 nucleotides in U2 RNA. Further, the U1 RNA has been proposed to function as a guide in splicing to identify the precise donor splice junction by complementary basepairing. The conserved regions of the U1 RNA thus include sequences complementary to the stop codons. These observations, in light of the present findings, may indicate that stop codons had operated in the evolution of not only the splice-junction signals and the lariat signal but also of some of the small nuclear RNAs.
A conserved sequence, AATAAA, exists in almost every gene a short distance downstream from the end of the protein-coding message and serves as a signal for the addition of poly(A) in the mRNA copy of the gene (Fig. 2) (12) . This poly(A) sequence signal contains a stop codon, TAA. A sequence shortly downstream from this signal (13), thought to be part of the complete poly(A) signal, also contains the TAG and TGA stop codons. Thus, the evolution of the whole RNA processing mechanism seems to have been geared toward elimination of stop codons, thus making those stop codons the focal points for RNA processing.
Different Stop Codons in the Donor and Acceptor Junction Signals. The theory of stop-codon elimination (2) would predict the presence of all three stop codons in both the donor and acceptor junction signals. However, the codon statistics for the donor and acceptor signals show that they contain different stop codons. In the donor signal, the most frequent stop codons are TAA and TGA, whereas TAG occurs rarely. In the acceptor signal, only TAG occurs, with absolutely no TAA and TGA (Fig. 1C and Table 1 ). This clear difference may have evolved because the two ends of the intron had to be marked differently, for the splicing mechanism to distinguish between the donor and acceptor sites.
Although the mechanism for eliminating stop codons may have evolved a cooperative recognition between the donor and acceptor junction signals, with the main components being stop codons, apparently, sequences other than stop codons also have been used in the recognition process. Even the evolution of these other nucleotide positions seems to have been influenced by the selection pressure to eliminate stop codons. This is seen from the codon statistics around splice-junction sequences. As seen above, the donor contains the two stop codons TAA and TGA, and the acceptor contains only TAG. At the start of the acceptor signal, virtually the only codon found other than TAG is CAG. (The codon count, at the -3 position, for TAG is 234 and for CAG is 746 out of 1030 acceptor sites; Table 1 .) Not a single TGA or TAA is present at this position. In contrast, the start of the donor signal and the start of the acceptor signal are quite similar; in fact, the acceptor signal is almost a subset of the donor signal. Starting with the theme that stop codons were crucial, the data indicate that the original acceptor sequence must have had TAG. Thus, the fact that the present-day acceptor signal more often starts with CAG suggests that the acceptor signal CAG was established because of its similarity to TAG (that is, the A-G may have originated from TAG). There must have been some mechanistic need in the evolving splicing machinery for such an A-G sequence to be also at the start of the donor splice signal. This mechanistic need for a similarity in the donor and acceptor starting sequences must have caused the evolution ofCAG at the donor first codon position, keeping the A-G that originated from TAG of the acceptor.
Reading Frame of the Stop Codons in the Splice Signal Sequences. The hypothesis for the evolution of split genes (2) suggests that the process of splicing evolved in the primordial soup primarily to increase the length of reading frames without a predetermined purpose for any resulting protein.
Each newly spliced RNA may or may not have coded for a protein that was functional. At this early stage of evolution the process of splicing may have led to the synthesis of numerous long polypeptides, most having no biological function. It would have taken further natural selection to identify those rare proteins with advantageous functions. Thus, a functional exon becomes the afterfact of the natural selection of a polypeptide having a selective advantage.
Questions arise as to why the introns should be long in general and why some introns, containing open reading frames as long as 600 nucleotides, are not used by the particular gene in question as part of its coding sequence. To address these questions one must consider the characteristics necessary for a viable splice junction. The stop-codon scanning mechanism would have selected exons and introns based on (i) the absence of interfering stop codons in the final spliced exons, (ii) the availability of the splice-junction signals precisely at the ends of the exons, (iii) the consecutive sequential combinations of splice signals and branchpoint signals, and (iv) the absence of these signals at the wrong places. All of these conditions can be satisfied only within a sequence of considerable length and hence long introns may have been the natural outcome. Because of these reasons it is possible that two genes may overlap one another, and the intron of one gene can contain an exon of another gene.
The subject of stop-codon reading frames in the splice signals deserves mention here. My theory suggests that stop codons in the splice signals, which were sought out to be eliminated in evolution, must be in the same reading frame as that of the original open reading frame in the evolved genes. However, once the splice signals were established by the stop-codon scanning mechanism in evolution, later, the presence of a strong splice-junction signal even before the occurrence of an interfering stop codon in a sequence may indicate a splicing point, with the primary requirement that the final spliced exons had no interfering stop codons. Thus, once the splicing machinery had evolved to recognize a splice signal, the actual location of the stop codon within it would not be important nor would its reading frame relative to the previous exon, since the stop codon sequence itself would be a part of the splice signal on the intron side that is spliced out.
The stop codons in the splice junction signals can exist in any of the three reading frames because the splice junctions are not at the end of a codon triplet and because the lengths of exons are not complete codon lengths. Only if the splice junctions were at the end of a codon would the reading frames of consecutive exons remain unchanged. Further, the intron length is also not constrained to a multiple of three, so the reading frame does not hold through the intron. Indeed, evolving a coding gene from pieces of sequences in all the three reading frames is more advantageous than evolving from sequences in the same reading frame (unpublished Evolution: Senapathy mechanisms, they may very well still retain some original features of the splicing machinery, including features of the stop-codon walk process. Thus, the small nuclear RNAs, probably used as guides to recognize stop-codon signals by the primordial splicing machinery, may still be used for the same purpose in today's RNA splicing process. Therefore, it will not be surprising if some of the small nuclear RNAs associated with spliceosomes (1) are found to be used for recognizing stop-codon signals. Further, originally the splicing machinery itself may have searched for stop codons, identified exons and introns, and also carried out the splicing process. However, it is possible that the functions of searching for stop codons and identifying introns have been partly lost from the splicing machinery, leaving only the splicing mechanism. If, on the other hand, some components of today's spliceosomes are used for recognizing stop codons, it must be possible to verify this phenomenon by binding experiments.
Various researchers have analyzed the importance of mutational changes in the different nucleotide positions of splice signals (14, 15) and lariat signal (10) in the splicing activity. Some of these mutational changes decrease or eliminate the production of accurately spliced RNA in vivo, whereas others have little effect. These studies have shown that the G&T (fourth and fifth positions) in the donor, the A-G in the acceptor, and the last adenine in the lariat signal are the most important in splicing. These are, with the exception of the guanine in the G-T, parts of stop codons. More detailed studies of this kind can be expected to show more clearly that stop codons as well as parts of stop codons are crucial in splicing.
Thus, the possible evolution of splice-junction signals from stop-codon sequences by a stop-codon walk mechanism seems to be supported in three respects: (i) the concurrence of the upper limit of exon length in actual eukaryotic DNA sequences with the upper limit of reading-frame length in a random sequence (2); (ii) the striking similarity between reading-frame length statistics in actual eukaryotic DNA sequences and random sequences; and (iii) the consistent presence of stop codons in the splice-junction signals. In conclusion, the statistical information from published gene sequences indicates that the splice-junction signals may have evolved from stop-codon sequences because of selective pressure to avoid stop codons during the evolution of the first coding genes. The "memory" of this phenomenon still lingers in splice-junction sequences of present-day eukaryotic genes and may still serve crucial functions in the process of splicing in today's eukaryotes. 
